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Abstract
Spreading the workload among a pool of replicated servers is a technique typically adopted to reduce the
response time and increase the throughput in complex systems. In several actual computing environments,
virtual machines can be provisioned in a fast and convenient way, and the replication has assumed an
important role for the eﬃcient system management. However, in order to provide economically acceptable
solutions, the number of replica should be limited to the minimum required to match the given performance
goal. In this paper we propose a simple replication policy to match thresholds on the system response times.
The analytical relationships that exist between the performance objective values of some metrics and the
number of replica are derived. Analytical and experimental validations with single and multi-class workload
are presented. Open and closed models, and NO-SQL database have been considered.
Keywords: Replication, Multiclass workload, Cloud computing and virtualization, Analytical techniques,
Asymptotic techniques

1

Introduction

By deﬁnition, a cloud computing infrastructure consists of a large number of virtualized resources which are dynamically allocated to user requests. To cope with the
high ﬂuctuations of workloads and the heterogeneity of available systems, dynamic
capacity provisioning is typically used. Replication is a popular technique adopted
to meet the performance objectives, usually described through a set of values referred to as Service Level Agreements (SLAs). The replication technique essentially
consists in the provision of a variable number of replica of virtual machines that
share the workload to match the user requirements.
When one or more performance objectives are not met, penalties and economic
losses occur on both sides of the users and the cloud providers. Therefore, it is of
1
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paramount importance to minimize the cases of SLA violations.
Over-provisioning is one of the most simple replication techniques that is used, but,
of course, it is very ineﬃcient and expensive. To handle with the dynamic variations of the arriving traﬃc and of the load being processed, replication policies that
automatically adapt their behavior to the dynamic variations of the workload are
required.
Key features of a replication policy handling a workload with multi-time scale ﬂuctuations, such as that of clouds, should be: to identify the minimum number of
replica in order to achieve the objectives set by the SLAs, to minimize the SLA
violations, to require minimum amount of computing resources, and to be robust
with respect to all possible network failures. Typically, SLAs are formulated as
a set of numerical values representing the thresholds of the correspondent metrics.
Depending on the type of metric associated, the control on the respect of the threshold values may require very diﬀerent levels of diﬃculty. For example, to control the
response time or the utilization level of a resource is easier than to evaluate the
mean number of requests in the resource.
In this paper, we build up on the results presented in [9]: in that work, the optimal
number of replica necessary to serve a given transactional workload is determined
for open models. In this paper we ﬁnd analogous results for closed systems, and we
exploit both the relations given in that work, and the ones newly presented here, to
derive analytical relationships between the achieved response time as the number of
replica tends asymptotically to inﬁnity. The existence of these relationships enables
the design of control policies on one or more metrics allowing at the same time
to satisfy constraints on other metrics. For example, the control that the average
response time of a system is less than 5 seconds implies that the response time of
bottleneck resource is less than 3.5 seconds. So, to control if a threshold of a metric
is not violated, we can monitor the value of another metric that is most convenient
to measure. Through these relationships, it is possible to exert the control on the
values of several metrics simply controlling only one of them.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related work on modelanalysis and optimization in cloud computing is presented. The response time
metric and the corresponding number of replica to satisfy the constraints is analyzed
in Section 3. The asymptotic behavior of the performance indexes with respect to
the number of replica in either open and closed systems is investigated in Sections
4 and 5, respectively. Experimental validations are reported in Section 6. Section
7 concludes the paper.

2

Related work

The replication of resources has recently attracted new interests due to its connection with virtualization and cloud computing. In particular, the ﬂexibility of
provisioning Virtual Machines (VMs) has made both static and dynamic (i.e. using
adaptive techniques) replication a simple and eﬀective technique to achieve performance goals without the need of large over-provisioning. However, the use of cloud
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computing has increased unpredictability of the system, making model-based analysis much harder [8] and introducing further factors that must be considered. For
instance, the diﬀerent Virtual Machine Manager allocation policies have a strong
impact on both CPU and I/O performance as evaluated in [13]. Several approaches
have been proposed to account the eﬀect of virtualization: in queuing network models, the demand of CPU is scaled according to the proportion of operations that
need to be emulated [12], similarly in a probabilistic model the authors in [15] deﬁne the resource utilization of a virtual machine as the ratio between its resource
consumption and resource allocation.
Optimal resource allocation mechanisms adapt to the load ﬂuctuations in order
to preserve a desired level of performance. These techniques can be reactive or
proactive: in [10] server consolidation using virtualization is implemented monitoring key performance metrics and using the data to trigger migration of VMs within
physical servers, in the same work heuristics are proposed to minimize the costs
of migration/consolidation and maintain acceptable application performance levels.
Instead, the authors of [4] presents a pro-active algorithm that adapts to demand
changes and migrates VMs between physical hosts providing probabilistic SLA guarantees; time series forecasting techniques and bin packing heuristic are combined to
minimize the number of physical machines required to support a workload.
Techniques to estimate resource requirements and models to estimate resource
needs for combined workloads are investigated in [7], speciﬁcally for relational
database management systems running on cloud environments. Also non relational
database (i.e. no-SQL, map-reduce database) are considered: for instance [8] describes and evaluates a statistical framework that uses Kernel Canonical Correlation
Analysis (KCCA) to predict the execution time of map-reduce jobs. KCCA-based
predictions are used for optimizing decisions including job scheduling, resource allocation, and workload management. Moreover, due to the large number of applications/resources in a cloud environment, as shown in [1] also Mean Field Analysis
can be used to identify the optimal allocation of VMs.

3

Impact of replication on response time

In this section the impact of a replication policy on the response time of diﬀerent
type of systems subject to ﬂuctuating workloads is investigated. Here we will focus
on the qualitative behavior of some performance indexes as a function of the number
of replica required to meet a given objective. In the following sections, the analytical
description of the policy and of the results obtained is presented.
We consider a system that must be suitably sized to provide an average response
time less than a given threshold value (referred to as performance constraint, PC).
To achieve this objective we assume to split evenly the ﬂow of arriving requests
among various servers that are dynamically allocated as the PC is violated. Indeed,
with the increase of the number of executing requests, the mean response time
increases gradually until it reaches or exceed the PC value. When this occurs, the
server with the highest utilization, i.e., the bottleneck, is duplicated and the service
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is replicated on it.
The new system conﬁguration is then analyzed to check whether the PC is now
satisﬁed. In fact, it may happen that, after duplication, the bottleneck migrate to
another resource or that more servers are saturated at the same time and duplicating one of them has no eﬀect on performance. If the constraint is still violated,
the most utilized server of the new conﬁguration is identiﬁed and replicated. This
iterative process continues until the PC is satisﬁed with the workload considered.
With this algorithm we will determine the minimum number of replica required to
meet the desired PC.
We will model two types of systems, closed and open, executing homogeneous
and heterogeneous workloads. Closed models have a ﬁxed population, i.e., the
number of requests in execution is constant, while in open models the population
varies over time.
Initially, we consider a closed system executing homogeneous requests, i.e., a
single class workload. The average response time of the system must be less than
the PC value T = 1.8 sec. The system is composed of a single server and the
total amount of service time required by a complete execution of a request, i.e., the
service demand, is D = 100 msec. To compute the response time, throughput and
other performance indexes of this system we use the analytical solution technique
Mean Value Analysis (MVA)[14]. The top plot of Fig.1a shows the behavior of
system response time R as the number of requests in execution increases up to 200
requests. Only one server is able to satisfy the PC with population sizes less than 20
requests. With population sizes greater than this value, the server is replicated and
the number of replica increases of one unit, as shown in the bottom plot of Fig.1a.
As the population size increases, it can be clearly observed a linear behavior of the
number of replica needed to satisfy the PC.
We consider now a closed system with two resources that execute a workload
consisting of heterogeneous requests. We assume that the requests can be classiﬁed
into two classes with a population mix β1 = 0.8 (see Section 5.3 for the deﬁnition
of β1 ) having diﬀerent mean service demands to the two resources. This workload
can be described by the following demand matrix:




 100 90 


(1)
D=

 120 80 
where the rows correspond to the resources of the system and the columns to the
two classes, and the values are expressed in msec. Figure 1b shows the system
response time R, and the per-class system response time Rc1 of class 1 and Rc2
of class 2 requests. As the population size increases indeﬁnitely, not only the system response time but also the per-class system response times tend to constant
asymptotic values that are related to each other. Thus, the replication policy can
also be triggered by thresholds of per-class response times. As described in the
following sections, we derived simple closed form expressions illustrating the relationships among the number of replica and the bounds of per-class response times
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Fig. 1. System response time and number of replica in a single-class closed model (a); system response time
and per-class response times in a two-class closed model (b). For both conﬁgurations, the threshold of the
system response time is 1.8 sec in both systems.

using bounding techniques.
As a last example, we consider an open model, where the workload is characterized by increasing the arrival rate of requests. The same behavior of the system
response times can also be seen in this case. The system has three resources and the
workload consists of two classes of requests whose service demands are the following:




 391 238 




(2)
D =  281 346 




 223 450 
The threshold of the system response time is T = 2 sec. Figure 2 shows the behavior
of the system response time, and of the response times of the single resources as a
function of the arrival rate of requests. Also in this case the asymptotic values of
the performance indexes are clearly identiﬁed.

Fig. 2. Behavior of system and resource response times in a open model with three resources and two-class
workload.

The notations that will be used through the paper are summarized in Table 1.
Notice that the values of a performance index at each instance of a server are the
same because the replications shares uniformly the same workload.
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Table 1
Performance indexes and constraints

Rr =

Index

Description

Threshold

Rrc
 Xc

Residence time at resource r of a given class c

θrc

Aggregated residence time at a given resource r

θr

Rrc

System response time of class c requests

θc

Xc Rc
Xc 

System response time

θ



c

Rc =
R=


c

4

c


r

Xc Rrc

c

Asymptotic replication in open models

When considering open models, asymptotic behavior can be easily determined following the results presented in [9]. In that work, the optimal number of replica
required to satisfy a given PC in open model were analytically determined using
closed form expressions. In particular, it was shown that given the total number of
stations in the system, the optimal value is proportional to the considered arrival

rate vector Λ = c λc (where λc is the arrival rate of class c jobs). Let us deﬁne
with βc = λc /Λ as the fraction of arrivals that belongs to class c (clearly, we have

c βc = 1). For a given threshold θ and arrival rate Λ, it is possible to determine
the total number of replica Mr of resource r to ensure that the PC is respected. In
particular, if we consider a PC on the system response time R = θ, it is shown that
the values of Mr can be computed as:

θΛ
βc drc
(3)

Mr =

θ−

c
c

βc



.
drc

r

Let us ﬁrst imagine that Mr is an integer value for all resources. If we perform the
replication and we share uniformly the workload among the identical resources, we
produce a system characterized by the following demand matrix:


⎧


d1C
d11
⎪
.
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By applying the classical queueing network results (see for example [11]), we can
ﬁrst verify that the system response R = θ, as required by threshold. Then we can
see that the mean residence time at a resource r, the response time of a class c, and
the residence time of a class c job at a resource r are respectively deﬁned as:

βc drc
(5)
Rr = θ  c 
c βc
r drc

drc
(6)
Rc = θ  r
β
c c
r drc
Rrc = θ 

(7)

drc

β
c c
r drc

We will provide the derivations only of Equation 7 to simplify the presentation.

(8) Rrc = Mr

1−Λ

drc
Mr

c

drc
βc
Mr

=

drc

θ−
βc
drc

c
r
1−Λ
c βc drc
θΛ
βc drc


c

drc
drc

 
= θ
θ−
βc
drc
c βc
r drc

=
1−

c

r

θ
In Equation 8, the term Mr that multiplies the ﬁrst expression accounts the fact
that resource r has been replicated Mr times. The value of Mr at the denominator
is replaced with the expression given in Equation 3. In the derivations, Mr and Λ
cancels out, making the expressions asymptotically valid for Λ → ∞ also for cases
in which Mr are not integer. For example, if we apply the results in Equation 5 to
the model presented in Figure 2, with the threshold on the system response time
T = 2sec, we obtain that the asymptotic response times for the three resources
are respectively: R1 = 0.596 sec, R2 = 0.656 sec, R3 = 0.748 sec. The three
asymptotes are conﬁrmed from the results shown in Figure 2.

5

Asymptotic replication in closed models

In this Section, the relations between the asymptotic behavior of the system response
time and both the class and resource aggregated residence time will be derived also
for a closed model. A set of situations will be considered corresponding to the
combinations of two factors. The type of workload of the model, that is single (S ) or
multiple classes (M ), and the characteristics of the original system to be replicated:
homogeneous (H ), i.e. all its resources have the same demands or eterogeneous (N ),
i.e. the resources of the original system diﬀer. A set of three cases will be studied:
SH, SN, MH. The closed-form expressions for the optimal number of replica required
to satisfy a given response time PC is given for all cases.
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SH: Single class workload and homogeneous systems

This class of systems, although very simple, can be used to model for example a NOSQL application running on a single-node DBMS: the considered resource represents
the node and the network population corresponds to the tasks accessing the DBMS.
The proposed model is shown in Figure 3a). In general, a node repeatedly executes
its task on the data stored locally, allowing us to model the application as a closed
queueing network.
When the application is executed on a set of nodes, data are shared between
them. Moreover, the application input is partitioned evenly among nodes and tasks
work on a speciﬁc data partition, reducing their ﬁnal workload. The multi-node
conﬁguration system is shown in Figure 3b). A statistical equivalence assumption
among nodes allows us to model each of them as a replica of the one in the singlenode conﬁguration. Tasks working on a data partition are routed by the scheduler
to one of the available nodes. Let us call M the number of nodes, N the total task
population. We denote with D the demand of the single node conﬁguration and Di
the demands of the node i in the multi-node conﬁguration. We assume the demands
independent either on N or on M . Since each data partition has equal size, we have
Di = D/M , i.e. each node in the multi-node conﬁguration process a fraction 1/M
of the data processed in the single node conﬁguration.

D/M
D/M

D

... x M
D/M
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Single class workload and homogeneous system

Parallelism is controlled by the distribution of tasks among the node queues
through the router that connects all the replica together. This router models a task
coordinator. We assume that the time required for the coordination is negligible
with respect to the total demand of the nodes.
In general, the response time of a job depends on the scheduling policy implemented by the task coordinator. In particular, NO-SQL database can set policies
with which data is distributed across nodes.
From now on let us focus on a random policy. Given that in the proposed
replication process the data is evenly distributed among the nodes, on average
each of them processes a similar amount of data, so the resulting system is always
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balanced. From [11], the throughput for balanced closed system is:
1
N
(9)
X=
N + M − 1 Di
We have that the demand of each nodes is Di = D/M , therefore applying Little’s
law we obtain the system response time as following:
D
(10)
R = (N + M − 1)
M
By inverting the formula, we can determine the minimum number of replica
required to obtain a mean response time less than or equal θ. We have:
(N − 1)D
(11)
M≥
T −D
The previous equation holds for N ≥ 2, for N = 1 it suﬃcient that T ≥ D to
ensure the satisfaction of the constraints. Note also that for T > D the problem
has no solution: in this case the minimum number replica would be negative.
5.2

SN: Single class workload and heterogeneous systems

In this Section, we consider applications with a complex workﬂow, where each data
must be processed by a series of services. Each service is carried out by a diﬀerent
and independent nodes, and thus it can work in parallel with other services working
on diﬀerent data in the same dataset. Such applications can be analyzed through
a single class closed model with several resources. Each of them can be replicated,
independently from the others, to reduce the total response time. Figure 4(a)
shows the application model without replication, while the conﬁguration where each
service i is replicated Mi times is represented in Figure 4(b).
D1

D2

(a)

D1/M1
D2/M2
D1/M1
(b)

...

...
x M1

x M2

D1/M1

D2/M2

Fig. 4. Multiple class workload and heterogeneous system

Although this model seems structurally diﬀerent from the model shown in Fig.
3, they have a similar behavior as the number of replica increases. Let Di the total
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service demand of a job at the node dedicated to service . If the node is replicated
Mi times the service demand of each replica i will be Di = Di /Mi . The replication
process always duplicates the actual bottleneck resources. As a result, as the process
goes on, the bottleneck switches among all the resources and the system converges
to a state in which all the demands are similar:
Dj
Di
(12)
≈
∀i = j
Di ≈ Dj
Mi
Mj


Let us call M = j Mj , D = j Dj and let us deﬁne:
Dj
D

By deﬁnition, we have that j γj = 1, from which we can ﬁnd:
 Dj

Di
M
1 
M Di
≈
(14)
γj =
Mj
=
= γi
1=
D
D
Mi
D Mi
Mi
(13)

γj =

j

j

j

that is: Mi = γi M . Using Equation 11, we have:
(15)

Mj ≥ γi

(N − 1)D
T −D

=

(N − 1)Dj

T − j Dj

; M≥

(N − 1)D

T − j Dj

Computing the residence time due to resource j when the threshold is set to a
value θ can be done in this way: since each replica asymptotically tends to have
θ . We
the same demand, also their residence time will be the same, thus Rrep = M
know that the total number of replica of resource j is Mj , thus with N growing to
inﬁnite we have:
Dj
θ
(16)
=
θ
θrj ≈ Mj
M
D
Thus, the knowledge of the demand matrix and the value of threshold in the system
response time allows to predict the asymptotic behavior of the residence times of
each resource.
5.3

MH: Multi class workload and homogeneous systems

In this scenario we have a set of common nodes which must perform diﬀerent applications, to consider actions on diﬀerent set of data. This is a very common setting,
where a company has several big data task to execute on a symmetric set of identical
machines, all deployed in a cloud environment.
We model this by a single resource queueing network, where the resource can
be replicated m times. However, the resource is able to handle diﬀerent actions for
diﬀerent applications. Each application is modeled by a job class, and the number
of data that must be handled by each action, is considered as the population of the
corresponding class.
Consider a multiclass balanced network and let Dc /M the demand of the class
c workload of each node. From [16] Equation (12), we have that the per-class
throughput of a closed model with Nc jobs of class c is:
Nc M
Xc (Nc ) =
(17)
(N + M − 1)Dc
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applying Little’s law, we can derive the per-class response time:
(N + M − 1)Dc
(18)
Rc (Nc ) =
M
The system response time is deﬁned as the per-class response time weighted with
respect to the relative per-class throughput, thus using Equations (17) and (18)
with a few algebraic passages we obtain:
R(N ) =

C

c

 (N +M −1)Dc (N + M − 1)Dc
Xc (Nc )
R
(N
)
=
c
c
C
C


M
Nc  M
c
Xc (Nc )
(N +M −1)D 
c

N +M −1
C
M

c
c

(19)

=

Nc M
(N +M −1)

N + M − 1  Nc
C
M

Nc 
c
C

=

Nc  M
(N +M −1)Dc

N +M −1 N
N +M −1
=
C
M
 Nc 
MΔ
c

where Δ =

c

c

C

=

Nc M

C

C

c=1

c

Dc

Dc

βc
Dc .

From Equation 19 the number of machines needed to obtain a system response
time below a value θ can be derived as:
N −1
N +M −1
(20)
≤θ⇒M ≥
R(N ) =
MΔ
θΔ − 1
Substituting the minimum value of M in Equation 18 we can obtain:

N −1
D
(θΔ
−
1)
N
+
−
1
c
(N + M − 1)Dc
θΔ−1
=
= θDc Δ
(21)
θci ≈
M
N −1
Notice that in multi class models the asymptotic value of the per-class residence
time depends on the demand matrix, the threshold on the system response time
and the population mix through the term Δ.

6

Validation

6.1

Experimental results for a single class testbed

The most widely used big data applications are based on NO-SQL and MapReduce
paradigms that allow the processing of structured and unstructured data. A common problem to these paradigms is the computation of the number of nodes that
must be allocated to meet the constraints on response time. Typically policies that
replicates the most congested nodes are adopted in order to reduce the arrival rate
of requests to each node.
In this section we use the techniques described in Section 5.1 to analyze an
example of application based on the Apache Cassandra database management
system. Cassandra [2] is a very popular NO-SQL open source database that
provides high availability, fault-tolerance, and elastically scalable conﬁgurations.
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It is able to work with commodity hardware across multiple data center racks,
geographically dispersed. In Cassandra there is no master-slave relationship
between nodes, as each one is identical to all others. A peer-to-peer protocol is
present and a gossip system ensures status communication among nodes, easing
the inclusion of new nodes to scale the cluster up or down.
One of the simplest techniques to improve the eﬃciency of a DB by exploiting
parallelism is data partitioning. In particular, the dataset of the DB is divided into
multiple tables, each containing a portion of the data. This type of organization is
best suited to handle situations where records can be trivially divided into diﬀerent
sets, based for example on the ﬁrst letter of the name of an employer or on the
geographical location of a contact. A visual representation of this type of application
is given in Figure 5.

Data Set

App +
DB

Node 1

Node 2

Node 3

Node 4

Fig. 5. An application with a partitioned data set.

We consider a setup with M = [1 − 4] nodes, on which a large number of
records (up to N = 1500000) are inserted by a benchmarking application. We
use Cassandra as the DB, and we insert record using Cassandra-stress: one of the
standard benchmarks included in the Datastax Cassandra distribution [5]. The
Cassandra nodes are deployed on Amazon EC2 m1.xlarge VMs, making sure that
the provisioned machines are of comparable speed. Since, as described in [6], one of
the most sensitive parameters of the performance variability of a VM is determined
by the diﬀerent CPU architecture on which it may be allocated by Amazon EC2
system, we ensured that at least all the VMs have the same type of CPU.
This application corresponds to the model presented in Section 5.1, where the
nodes corresponds to the diﬀerent partitions of the DB. We are interested in determining the minimum number of nodes required M to insert N records in less than
a threshold of T = 80s.
We ﬁrst collect response time by the benchmark application using diﬀerent number of nodes. We then determine the mean demand of each job with a ﬁtting procedure on the real data and we obtain D = 0.207ms. Fitting is performed in Microsoft
Excel using the GRG non-linear solver. For each N , we compare the measure re-
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sponse time with the one forecast by the model. Results are shown in Figure 6:
as it can be seen, the model is fully capable of capturing the real behavior of the
benchmark application.

Fig. 6. Response time of a partitioned data set

6.2

Simulation of the asymptotic behavior in closed models

Several tests were performed using the MVA algorithm implemented in the JMT
tool [3] in order to validate the analytic approaches proposed for closed models in
Sections 5.2 and 5.3. In this Section the results of two tests are shown to highlight
the diﬀerence between the behavior of the per-class and per-resource residence time.
The values provided by Equation 16 have been compared with the results obtained by a single class closed model with two resources and a system response
time below the value of θ = 1.8sec. The matrix vector of the demands was
D = |70 90| msec. According to Equation 16 the asymptotic values of the residence time of each resource should be θr1 = 0.7875 sec. and θr2 = 1.0125 sec.,
respectively. Figure 7(a) shows the comparison between the results. Despite the
presence of signiﬁcant ﬂuctuations in the residence time values, due to the eﬀect
of the replication, with a number of jobs greater than 400 the asymptotic behavior
starts to appear and it is estimated quite-well by the proposed formula.
Equation 21 have been veriﬁed through the results obtained by the analysis of a
multi class closed model with a single resource and a system response time below the
value of θ = 1.8sec. The matrix vector of the demands was D = |100 40| msec. The
asymptotic values of the residence time of each class given by Equation 16 should
be θr1 = 2.34 sec. and θr2 = 0.936 sec., respectively. Figure 7(b) shows that the
per-class residence times have a better asymptotic behavior than the per-resource
residence times shown in Figure 7(a). The per-class residence time trends appear
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Fig. 7. System response time and residence time in a single class model (a); system and per-class residence
time in a two class model with [0 − 800] jobs. In both cases the horizontal lines represent the asymptotic
bounds given by Equations 16 and 21, respectively.

more regular, with lighter ﬂuctuations and it is less aﬀected by the replication. For
such reasons, its asymptotic behavior is estimated very well by Equation 21.

7

Conclusions and future work

In this work we have shown that performance objectives based on diﬀerent metrics
are not independent. The replication of services to reduce a speciﬁc metric below
a given threshold aﬀects also the other performance indexes. Relationships among
indices can be exploited to design smart control policies that can achieve several
performance objectives by controlling a single parameter. In this paper, we have investigated the relationships between system response time, per-class response time,
and per-resource residence time as the number of replica tends to inﬁnite. Through
the deﬁnition of open and closed queuing network models, a set of relationships
between the considered response and residence times at diﬀerent levels has been
derived. The optimal number of replica needed to satisfy a given performance objective was identiﬁed for diﬀerent system models - in previous works such results
were available only for open models. The proposed relationships were validated by
comparison with results obtained using MVA algorithm.
Future works will go in three directions: ﬁrst the relations among diﬀerent metrics, such as utilization and queue length, will be considered. Then, we will complete the analytical computation of the optimal number of replica by including the
case that it is still missing: multi-class closed models. Finally, dynamic replication
policies that exploits the result proposed in this paper will be deﬁned, tested and
validated.
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